Simply stay connected and protected.

Verizon Internet Dedicated with Cisco Meraki and 4G LTE Wireless backup keeps your business running.

Your company deserves a simple but powerful solution that you can manage.

Don’t compromise on your network performance and security. Now you can add an easy-to-use self-managed networking and security solution as well as wireless back-up capabilities to reliable, dedicated, high-speed internet connectivity without breaking the bank.

For a limited time, take advantage of our Internet Dedicated with Cisco Meraki and 4G LTE Wireless backup designed specifically for growing companies and a built-in Cisco Meraki security subscription, which is an intuitive, all-in-one, enterprise-grade firewall appliance providing a suite of advanced technologies.

Internet Dedicated with Cisco Meraki and 4G LTE Wireless backup provides:

• 24/7 maintenance with Verizon Care
• Reliable, always-on, dedicated internet connection
• Quality of service (QoS) to prioritize key applications with robust SLAs
• Monthly recurring payments to reduce up front charges¹
• Router optimized to support speeds up to 400 Mbps
• Additional features include wifi and security cameras

Wireless backup:

• 4G LTE Wireless backup built into Cisco Meraki hardware, delivered and fully configured with SIM activation
• 1 Gbps of data included (additional plans of up to 10 Gbps available for an additional cost)
• Automatic failover for business continuity²

The latest in Cisco Meraki network routing software with added protection:

• Cloud-controlled solution that provides reliability and security while helping your business to keep up with technology trends
• Provides simple WAN connectivity with built-in firewall software preloaded on the accompanying hardware
• Enables you to control what sites your employees and customers can access
• Cloud-controlled self-management (via Cisco Meraki Dashboard) with Verizon Care technical support and concierge “white glove” service
• News features and updates pushed out via the cloud
• Access to a cloud-based dashboard to track network metrics

J.D. Power #1 in Wireless network quality for consumers³

Act now so you can take advantage of these great savings on Verizon Dedicated Internet and Verizon security solutions.

Contact your Verizon business representative to learn more.

¹Internet Dedicated pricing varies based on speed. Shipping and handling covered separately.
²4G LTE Wireless back-up speeds are limited to 10 Mbps or lower and may not support all normal business activities.